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commercial personal computers shadowed other forms of
interacting with computers such as the pen and TUIs. The
development of TUIs based on augmented reality and embedded computing proceeded independently, and it was many
years before the HCI community rediscovered these early
efforts (Sutphen et al., 2000).
Coupling physical features to digital information can be
perceptually mediated by human senses (i.e., sight, touch,
smell, etc.), leveraging the affordances of things (blocks are
stackable, balls are bouncy) and control mechanisms (squeezing toothpaste out of the tube or turning a knob). Before the
days of fast CPUs programmers could read the changing patterns of lights on the mainframe console (known colloquially
as “das Blinkenlights”) to help debug their code, an early instance of bringing processes within the machine into the
physical realm. More recent tangible interaction research
makes virtual objects “graspable” (Fitzmaurice et al., 1995) by
using physical “bricks” as handles and letting people “take
the digital out” into the real world to manipulate it physically.
Blocks, for example, are a popular physical form for tangible interaction. We rotate Navigational Blocks (Camarata
et al., 2002) to query digital content in a tourist spot; flip
and rotate blocks to scroll a map on Z-Agon (Matsumoto
et al., 2006); stack up Computational Building Blocks (Anderson et al., 2000) to model three dimensions; or snap together Active Cubes (Watanabe et al., 2004) to interact
with the virtual world. Alternatively, consider projection:
projection and spatial augmented reality have been employed
with multitouch surfaces and computer vision in reacTable (Jordà et al., 2007) for hands-on musical collaboration
or in bringing dinosaurs to life in Virtual Showcase (Bimber
et al., 2003). Coming full circle is the “rich interaction camera”
(Frens, 2006) that applies the form, interaction, and functionality of a conventional 35-mm film camera to improve the
usability of its digital counterpart.
Since its first issue, AI EDAM has published the best work
at the frontiers of engineering design and computing; today,
tangible interaction is one of those frontiers. At first glance
tangible interaction might seem a mere conceit: interfaces
are inherently superficial. However, new input and output

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. What is tangible interaction? Why should
we care?
After several decades in which design computing has been almost exclusively the domain of software, today, many investigators are building hybrid systems and tools that in one way
or another bridge the divide between physical “real-world”
artifacts and computational artifacts. On the one hand, the
rise and popularity of mass customization, rapid prototyping,
and manufacturing raises questions about the kinds of software systems and tools that will make these hardware technologies useful in designing. In contrast, advances in microcontroller and communications technologies have led to a wave
of embedding computation in physical artifacts and environments. Both are described in Gershenfeld’s (1999, 2005) popular books.
Tangible interaction is a growing field that draws technology
and methods from disciplines as diverse as human–computer
interaction (HCI), industrial design, engineering, and psychology. If the idea of ubiquitous computing (Weiser, 1991)
is computation integrated seamlessly into the world in
different forms for different tasks, tangibility gives physical
form and meaning to computational resources and data. The
HCI community terms this seamless interaction variously
“tangible bits” (Ishii & Ullmer, 1997) or “embodied interaction” (Dourish, 2001). Tangible interaction is simply coupling digital information to physical representations. A tangible user interface (TUI) extends the traditional graphical user
interface on screens into the everyday physical world to realize the old goal of “direct manipulation” of data (Shneiderman, 1983).
Aish (1979) and Frazer et al. (1980) were pioneers in tangible interaction for design; both developed instrumented
physical objects as input devices for computer-aided design.
However, the widespread adoption of the mouse in the first
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modes are the technological force behind tangible interaction,
and in the history of computing new input and output modes
have yielded big changes: the move from batch processing to
personal computing, high-resolution bitmap graphics, and the
mouse. Today, embedded computing, low-cost video cameras and projection, novel sensors, and new responsive materials drive new modes of interaction. As this Special Issue
shows, these new modes of interaction have the potential—
in conjunction with previous research on artificial intelligence in engineering design, analysis, and manufacture—to
change how we practice, teach and learn, and investigate
engineering design.
This Special Issue of AI EDAM populates the space of
hybrid computational–physical systems with articles specifically about the use of tangible interaction in design. The
seven articles accepted for this Special Issue are the design
cousins of the other tangible interaction work mentioned
above. The articles here fall in three categories: the lay of
the land: a survey of the field that serves as a lens to look
at existing work; teaching with tangibles: tangible interaction
in design education; and tangible tools: tangible applications
and tools for designing.
2. THE LAY OF THE LAND
In the first article, “Framing Tangible Interaction Frameworks,” Mazalek and van den Hoven take a broad look at
the field of tangible interaction. In earlier days, individual
systems and their particular characteristics defined the field.
As the field matured, researchers continued to build interesting and innovative interfaces, but they also began to identify
frameworks within which to position their work. Now researchers in the field have many tangible interaction frameworks to choose from. Mazalek and van den Hoven’s article
orders the diverse array of frameworks that have arisen over
the past decade or so of research on TUIs.
3. TEACHING WITH TANGIBLES
The next two articles offer insights and reflections on tangible
interaction in design education. In “Tangible Interactions in a
Digital Age: Medium and Graphic Visualization in Design
Journals,” Oehlberg, Lau, and Agogino examine the changing
nature of design journals as digital and tangible media begin
to mix. The article describes a study of students’ design journals in UC Berkeley’s Mechanical Engineering Project
course. Some students keep traditional paper-and-pencil journals, whereas others keep their journals in a digital online
form; still others adopt a hybrid format. Their study, which
spans journals from 4 years of the project course, developed
protocols for analyzing the design content in the journals as
well for coding the use of media.
Shaer, Horn, and Jacob’s article, “Tangible User Interface
Laboratory: Teaching Tangible Interaction Design in Practice,” describes the structure and implementation of an introductory university-level course in tangible interaction, draw-
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ing on the authors’ experience over several years at Tufts
University’s Computer Science Department. They describe
strategic decisions they took in designing the course and
some consequences of these decisions. Their article also includes examples of tangible interaction designs that students
in the course produced.
4. TANGIBLE TOOLS
The last four articles report on tangible tools for design. The
first article gives a glimpse of how researchers at an industry
laboratory engage in prototyping a tangible tool. The second
describes a tool that projects video onto physical artifacts to
visualize patterns and textures; this facilitates real-time feedback for collaboration and communication among stakeholders. The third looks at the paradigm of projection based
interactive augmented reality to explore opportunities for the
use of such tool. The fourth and last article concerns using
tangible tools to foster children’s story telling and movie
making.
“Prototyping a Tangible Tool for Design: Multimedia
E-Article Sticky Notes” by Back, Matsumoto, and Dunnigan
presents a tangible sticky note prototype device with display
and sensor technology. The idea is that people can use tangible e-paper tools to sort, store, and share information with the
combined affordances of physical features and digital handling of visual information. The authors describe the design
and development of different interaction modalities (e.g.,
flipping, sticking, stacking) to control a multimedia memo
system and suggest applications in project brainstorming
and storyboarding for design. The article also shows how to
use today’s off-the-shelf technology to prototype behaviors
of tomorrow’s technology.
In “A Tangible Design Tool for Sketching Materials in Products” Saakes and Stappers describe a tool they built that uses
augmented prototyping for ceramics design, projecting twodimensional imagery onto physical shapes. Their tool enables
ceramics designers to quickly and fluidly experiment with the
surface features and graphic design of ceramic products such
as plates, bowls, and tiles. Their article describes the task the
tool supports, the tool itself, and experiences with master
designers using the tool in practice.
“Analyzing Opportunities for Using Interactive Augmented Prototyping in Design Practice” by Verlinden and
Horvath outlines the prospects for using augmented reality
systems and rapid prototyping in industrial design. They examined data from three case studies in different domains (the
design of a tractor, an oscilloscope, and a museum interior)
from which they derived a set of hints or guidelines for adopting interactive augmented prototyping in industrial design.
In “Play-It-By-Eye! Collect Movies and Improvise Perspectives With Tangible Video Objects,” Vaucelle and Ishii
report on a series of iterative design case studies. They describe four video editing systems they built for children that
use tangible interaction in various ways, embedding movie
making as part of play. For each system they describe the
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underlying design motivation and the specific implementation, their experience testing the design with children, and the
lessons they learned, which informed the next design iteration.
5. THE LARGER LANDSCAPE
These seven articles represent a spectrum of different perspectives, yet they hardly cover the entire landscape of tangible interaction for design. For example, we have no representative from “programmable matter” or modular robotics,
research that is sure to have profound implications for tangible interaction and design (Goldstein et al., 2005). Nor have
we a paper from the active community of do-it-yourself engineering, in which the availability of new materials and desktop manufacturing technologies is enabling citizens to design
and build quite complex engineered systems (Buechley et al.,
2008). Despite Gershenfeld’s promise of “things that think”
(1999), most work to date on tangible interaction for design
has little, if any, artificial intelligence. Perhaps a future issue
will include these and other aspects of tangible interaction in
design.
The seven articles here were selected from 17 submissions
with two rounds of review. In the first round, all submitted articles were blind reviewed by multiple reviewers. (Each article received at least three reviews, and nine articles received
five or more reviews.) In the second round, the Guest Editors
reviewed and edited the revised manuscripts. We thank all of
the authors and reviewers for their diligent work and timely
responses. We also thank Editor-in-Chief Professor David
C. Brown for giving us the opportunity to edit this Special
Issue and Cambridge Senior Project Managing Editor Nancy
BriggsShearer for taking care of logistics.
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